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OPW Vehicle Wash Solutions Brands PDQ and Belanger
Will Exhibit at Upcoming PEI/NACS Show in Chicago
De Pere, WI – October 5, 2021 – OPW Vehicle Wash Solutions, whose PDQ and Belanger product
brands are leading manufacturers of in-bay automatic and tunnel vehicle wash systems, is pleased to
announce that it will be exhibiting in Booth 3531, Hall A, South Building at the upcoming PEI/NACS Show,
Oct. 5-8, 2021 at McCormick Place in Chicago, IL.
OPW Vehicle Wash Solutions will be featuring the following systems and equipment at its booth:
•

•

•

PDQ LaserWash® 360 Plus In-Bay Automatic Car Wash: This wash system establishes a new
performance standard through its Smart 360™ Technology, which enables the wash to “think for
itself” and be responsive to the dynamic conditions in the wash bay. The Smart 360 Cleaning
System provides better wash coverage through the use of rounded arch corners, optimized
chemical-application timing and tilting arch functions. The Smart 360 Arch Control System
provides a relaxing entry into the wash bay with quicker throughput rates by moving around the
complete vehicle perimeter for more thorough coverage. The integrated Smart 360 Drying
System offers the unique FlashDry service that streamlines the amount of time needed to perform
basic drying functions. All the Smart 360 features can be managed and monitored through the
system’s Smart 360 Networking capabilities. This consists of an easy-to-use web-browser
interface that allows wash operators to access all key operating functions and reports from
anywhere in the world. It also enables the operator to change wash packages, view performance
and trend reports, and monitor all machine functions with a few clicks of a mouse and no special
software required.
Belanger Cube® Soft-Touch In-Bay Automatic Wash System: The reigning Car
Wash/Forecourt winner in CSP magazine’s 17th Annual Retailer Choice Best New Product
Contest, the Cube utilizes slow-spinning friction wheels and Belanger’s ShineMitt foam media to
reduce noise levels while thoroughly cleaning the vehicle with gentle brush passes. The Cube
features a host of “smart” technology systems, allowing it to be precise, intuitive and flexible while
providing the best possible cleaning result for each customer. Other features include remoteaccess capabilities; patented LED-enhanced wheels and spray arms that cycle through six colors
to provide Active Site Marketing™; and an innovative scissor-arm top wheel that precisely lowers
to the vehicle and covers more area along the front, top and rear. The Cube’s LED lights also
provide navigational assistance to move customers in and out of the bay quickly and safely,
increasing throughput.
Belanger DryLite® Dryers: These dryers use color-changing LED illumination to turn the wash
exit into a highly visible “beacon” that attracts current and new customers. There are four DryLite
models available, two general purpose AirCannon™ models and two AirCannon models outfitted
with SideKick™ vehicle side dryers. All DryLite dryers are easily configurable to meet the needs of
the specific wash location, allowing the operator to select the number of nozzles and how to best
position them, all with the simple loosening and tightening of a few bolts.

The PEI/NACS Show annually offers the most comprehensive representation of products and services for
the convenience-store and retail-fueling industries. Historically, more than 23,000 people regularly attend
the show from more than 70 countries, with upwards of 1,200 companies exhibiting.
To learn more about the complete range of OPW Vehicle Wash Solutions systems and equipment,
please visit opwvws.com.
About OPW Vehicle Wash Solutions
OPW Vehicle Wash Solutions was formed in January 2019 and consists of PDQ Manufacturing, Inc. and Belanger, Inc. PDQ is a
preeminent provider of touch-free and friction in-bay automatic wash systems and payment terminals, while Belanger is an
innovative leader in tunnel and in-bay automatic wash systems. Together, they create a revolutionary single source for all vehiclewash needs. For more information on OPW Vehicle Wash Solutions, please visit opwvws.com.

